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SUMMARY

Compared to the current instrument landing system, the microwave landing system (MLS), which

is in the advanced stage of implementation, can potentially provide significant fuel and time savings

as well as more flexibility in approach and landing functions. However, the expanded coverage and

increased accuracy requii'ements of the MLS make it more susceptible to the features of the site in which

it is located. This report presents an analytical approach for evaluating the multipath effects of scatterers

that are commonly found in airport environments. The approach combines a multiplate model with a

ray-tracing technique and a formulation for estimating the electromagnetic fields caused by the antenna

array in the presence of scatterers. It can model the effects of undulation, the roughness and impedance

of the terrain, and other scatterers. The model is applied to several airport scenarios. The reduced

computational burden enables the scattering effects on MLS position information to be evaluated in

near-real time. Evaluation in near-real time would permit the incorporation of the modeling scheme into

air traffic control automation; it would adaptively delineate zones of reduced accuracy within the MLS

coverage volume, and help establish safe approach and takeoff trajectories in the presence of uneven

terrain and other scatterers.

INTRODUCTION

Since an aircraft that is about to land has very low margins of speed and altitude to effect a recovery

in case of loss of control, accuracy of guidance information is crucial to a safe and comfortable landing.

The need for accuracy is becoming even greater as air traffic densities increase at terminal areas. The

microwave landing system (MLS) was developed in response to the need for greater traffic handling

capacity, accuracy and versatility of landing guidance, and reduced susceptibility to disturbing effects of

site reflections (refs. 1-3). The MLS has gone through an extended period of development and proving

and is at the beginning phase of operational installation. This system can be affected by certain kinds

of interference, however, especially because of the dense traffic that it is expected to handle.

The effect of interference may be more critical on MLS than on the currently used instrument

landing system (ILS). This is because the MLS is designed to provide multiple approach corridors to

aircraft. There is thus less margin for error in the MLS than there is in the ILS, in which errors become

catastrophic only when they are so large as to affect obstruction clearance. A second reason for the

sensitivity of MLS is its higher operating frequency, which makes small scatterers appear electrically

larger. Thus the effects of objects like parked or moving automobiles or aircraft, which are not significant

at ILS frequencies, will be enhanced at MLS frequencies (ref. 4).

The experimental method used for MLS evaluation has important drawbacks. Setting up the

equipment and performing the experiment is time-consuming and expensive. Another, perhaps more

serious, limitation of the experimental method is that it provides information on MLS behavior for an

existing site only "as is." If the site is not found suitable, the method cannot provide guidance regarding

the nature and extent of site development necessary to make it acceptable.

Air traffic control (ATC) automation (refs. 5 and 6) is another area where insight into MLS behavior

is crucial. Since MLS is designed to provide multiple approach corridors for aircraft, relatively small



aberrationscould increasethe probability of conflict amongapproachingaircraft. A priori knowledge
aboutthecourseaberrationswouldenableappropriatemarginsto bebuilt into the ATC automationtool.

There is thus a strongmotivation for researchinto analyticalmethodsfor site evaluation,and,
preferably,avoidingexperimentalprocedures.Becauseof the availability of large computingpower,
suchmethodswould be inexpensive,andthey couldpredictMLS behaviorfor severalassumedterrain
shapesandscatteringobjects.

A modeldevelopedby Evanset al. (ref. 7) is basedon the Fresnel-Kirchoffdiffraction formula
(refs. 8 and 9) which is integratedover a rectangularregion. In this method,the groundsurfaceis
divided into triangularor rectangularplanesurfaceelements,andthesmall-scaleroughnessis handled
usingtheBeckmann-Spizzichinoapproximation(ref. 10).TheEvansmodelmainly usesa combination
of physical optics and geometricoptics to obtain the desiredaccuracywith reasonablecomputation
speed.However, in applying the physicalopticsmethod,the simplifying assumptionis usuallymade
that thegroundcurrentsin oneareahaveno effecton thosein neighbouringareas.Suchanassumption
is necessaryto determinethe fields within reasonablecomputationtime, but it implies that the electric
fields radiatedby thegroundpassthroughanysubsequentobstructionsas if theydo not exist.

AnotherMLS model,developedby ITT Gilfillan (ref. 1!), usesthe geometrictheoryof diffraction
to determinethe fields. However,this modelmakessimplifying assumptionswith regardto ray types
and conductivity to keepthe computationtime within reasonablelimits.

This report presentsan analyticalapproachfor determiningthe quality of MLS performancein
the presenceof non-idealscatterersbasedon an impedanceuniform theoryof diffraction (impedance
UTD) modelanda closed-formgeometricmethodfor ray tracing.This modelingchoiceis expectedto
increasethe modelingaccuracywith far lessevaluationtime andexpense,giventhe low cost andhigh
accessibilityof modemcomputingsystems.Themodel is appliedto terraingeometriesand theresults
arecomparedwith earlier results.Finally, the useof MLS scatter-effectmodelingin ATC automation
is discussed.

SYSTEM FEATURES

The time-reference scanning beam (TRSB) MLS system composition is shown in figure 1. It

consists of forward azimuth, elevation, back azimuth, and flare equipment operating in the 5000-MHz

carrier frequency band.

The MLS uses two narrow beams which are scanned in an oscillatory manner in the azimuth and

elevation sectors. At every position within the scan sector, an aircraft will receive two pulses from each

beam, which correspond to the to and fro scans. The aircraft derives its position within the coverage

volume by measuring the time between these pulses, pairwise.

The azimuth scanner uses a fan beam that is broad in the vertical plane and narrow in the horizontal

plane. Similarly, the elevation scanner moves up and down using a fan beam that is broad in the

horizontal plane and narrow in the vertical plane. Each beam scans its assigned sector (azimuth or

elevation) at a constant sweep rate. There is a final dwell time (time of transit of the beam during which
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it exceedsthe thresholdlevel) at the end of eachstroke. A schematicrepresentationof beamsweep
angleasa function of time is shownin figure2. The samefigureappliesto bothbeamswith different
scales.

For a given scanningspeedand pausetime, theelevation(or azimuth)angle0 is calculated from

the equation

where

At

Ato

e = (A,o

scan rate of the beam (0.02 ° per microsecond)

actual time interval between pulses received from to and fro scans, in microseconds

value of At in microseconds for 0 = 0 (4800 t_sec for azimuth and 3350 tLsec for elevation).

MLS Multipath Effects

The MLS has a more elaborate design than the ILS; the objectives are to increase the traffic-

handling capacity and reduce the site effects (ref. 12). The beam configuration makes it possible for

the MLS to cover a much larger sector than the ILS, which has a narrow beam. Also, extensive effort

has been put into the design of the radiation patterns of the MLS antennas to achieve a sharp cutoff

at ground grazing angles (ref. 13). The sharp cutoff minimizes the power radiated in the direction of

terrain features, resulting in reduced site effects.

The study of site effects is nevertheless important for the MLS. First, the standard terrain conditions

assumed for the MLS may not be valid everywhere. For example, the lower scanning limit of 1° for

the vertical scan is designed to ensure that the elevation coverage beam stays clear of the ground at its

lowest position; this may not hold up if the ground has significant slope. Scattering due to sidelobes

could also have a significant interfering effect (ref. 14).

The error arising from a multipath signal depends on its angular separation, 6, from the direct

signal. The multipath signal at an angular coordinate different from the direct signal will result in the

shifting of the centroids of the received beam shapes. Given the transmitter beamwidth, A0, and the

amplitude ratio, A,., the in-beam multipath error when 6 is lessthan 1.5 A0 can be on the order of

ArAO/2 (ref. 15). The out-of-beam multipath will be of concern only when its level remains high

compared to the direct signal for a sufficiently long time. This duration can be typically 5 sec and the

worst case error in such situations can be A_.AO times the sidelobe amplitude ratio.

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

The electromagnetic energy sensed by an approaching aircraft is influenced by the presence of

scattering objects between the transmitting antenna and that aircraft. Early efforts at evaluating elec-

tromagnetic fields in the presence of scatterers were based on physical optics (refs. 16 and 17). In

physical optics, fields are evaluated from assumed currents through a process of integration. This

method requires heavy computational effort, even by the standards of modern large computers, and it
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cannotmodel obstructions and shadow effects. Since the scatterers and their significant features are

large compared to the operating wavelength, the scattering behavior is expected to be close to optical in

nature (ref. 18). This makes a ray-theoretic approach a natural choice, and such an approach has been

used predominantly in recent studies (refs. 19 and 20). A simple model considers only the direct rays

from the antenna array to the aircraft and the rays reaching the aircraft from the antenna after being once

reflected from the scatterer. However, this model predicts discontinuous fields resulting from shadow

effects. Such a prediction contradicts the physical reality that the electromagnetic fields in space are

continuous.

Continuity of electromagnetic fields is ensured by including the effects of diffraction of the direct

and reflected rays by the scatterers. The geometric theory of diffraction (GTD) (ref. 21), proposed by

Keller in 1962, is based on such an approach. The GTD was a major improvement in the accuracy of

prediction of scattering from complex surfaces. The theory predicts the electl'omagnetic field accurately

nearly everywhere in the space sun'ounding a scatterer, except within a discrete number of narrow

sections along reflection and shadow boundaries (fig. 3). Along these boundaries, the GTD exhibits

singular behaviour, predicting infinite fields.

The field singularity problem has been solved, with modern uniform theories. Two well known

theories of this class are the uniform theory of diffraction (UTD) (refs. 22 and 23) and the uniform

asymptotic theory (ref. 24). These theories use different approaches for the determination of the diffrac-

tion coefficient, but each predicts a continuous and bounded field estimate.

The perfectly conducting model does not take into account the surface roughness and impedance

properties of the scatterer. These properties have been taken into account in the impedance UTD formu-

lation (ref. 25) in which the diffraction coefficient has been modified by introducing the Maliuzhinets

function (ref. 26) (see appendix).

The beam envelope received by an aircraft consists of the superimposed patterns corresponding to

the various signal paths. The model determines the angle by determining the point of zero derivative

on the beam envelope in a manner analogous to what is done in the aircraft receiver.

MODELING

To study the effects of interference resulting from electromagnetic energy scattered by the terrain,

it is necessary to model the characteristics of the terrain responsible for scattering. Both the shape and

the electromagnetic characteristics of the surface need to be taken into account (ref. 27). The shape

should ideally be described as a bivariate function that exactly specifies the height of each point on the

terrain in terms of its horizontal (x-y) coordinates. However, such a description would make scattering

computations difficult, hence a simpler description is desirable.

One simple and widely used model for studies of terrain effect is the multiplate or muttiwedge

model (refs. 28-30). In such a model (see fig. 4), the terrain is assumed to consist of a succession of flat

plates. If adjacent pairs of plates are considered to constitute wedges, the model may also be viewed

as consisting of a succession of straight-edged wedges. The model is so formed that the edges of the

wedges are perpendicular to the extended runway center line.
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The generationof a multiplateor multiwedgemodel for a particularairport is straightforward.
The startingpoint is a contourmapof the airport andthe surroundingarea,which is normally readily
available.Drawing a line on thecontourmapfrom theMLS antennaparallel to therunwaycenterline
givesthe terrainprofile (fig. 4). This profile is thenapproximatedby straightline segments.For mild
undulationssuchasare found commonlyat airport sites,fewer than 15straight line segmentswill be
adequateto fully describethe terraineffects;a largernumbermay benecessaryfor hilly areas.After
the straight-segmentprofile line is formed, it is translatedlaterally,parallel to itself, to generatethe
multiwedgemodelof theterrain.

Other surfacepropertiesof the terrain that affect its scatteringbehavior are the impedanceand
roughnessof the surface. In most locationsthe terrainsurfaceimpedancemay be neglected,i.e., the
surfaceassumedto be fully conducting.This is becausenormalsoil with significantloamand moisture
contenthaslow surfaceimpedance,andthustheoriginaluniform theoriesarevalid. However,in certain
speciallocations,particularlythosewith dry andsandysoils,impedanceeffectscannotbeneglectedand
mustbe built into the model. It is possibleto incorporateterrainroughnesseffects into the modelby
usinganequivalencerelationthat expressesthe roughnessin termsof anequivalentsurfaceimpedance
which may beaddedto the inherentsurfaceimpedance(ref. 27). The multiwedgeapproximation,after
incorporationof the surfaceimpedanceand roughnesseffects,constitutesthe completemodelof the
terrainthat is usedto evaluatethe siteeffects.

Objectslike hangarsandotherbuildingsaremodeledina similarway,usingthemultiplatemodeling
approach.The multipathlevelsfrom aircraftsurfacessuchasthe front andrearof thefuselage,leading
andtrailing edgesof wings,andengines,areshownto be 15dB lower thanthoseof the fuselage(main
body) andthetail fin (ref. 31). It is thereforeassumedthatthefuselageandthetail fin arethesignificant
scatterersfor MLS multipatheffects,andthey areconsideredin this work. For eachaircraft position,
a profile of the fuselageand tail fin is determinedwith respectto the antennalocation for scattering
computations.

RAY TRACING

The presence of multiple scatterers (wedges, in the model) means that the electromagnetic rays

radiated from an antenna can reach an approaching aircraft through many possible paths. The first step in

applying the ray-theoretic approach to the MLS problem is ray tracing, which involves the determination

of all unblocked ray paths from each antenna element to the current position of the aircraft. In addition

to the direct ray from the antenna to the aircraft, numerous rays will reach the aircraft after being

scattered by the ground and other scatterers. A ray may undergo reflection off the surface of a scatterer,

or diffraction at an edge of a scatterer. Rays emanating from an antenna may reach the aircraft after

either a single reflection or diffraction or a sequence of reflections and/or diffractions, in any order.

Accordingly, rays may be classified as singly reflected or diffracted rays, or higher order rays such

as reflected-reflected, reflected-diffracted, diffracted-reflected-diffracted, etc. The "order" of a ray is

the number of reflections and/or diffractions it undergoes before reaching the aircraft. Rays can be of

infinite order, but the contribution of rays generally diminishes as their order increases (ref. 30).

For a multiwedge model, a large number of ray combinations, involving many wedges or planes,

are possible, not all of which may exist in a given situation. Ray tracing to determine all possible rays



is thusa complexexercisewhich hasconventionallybeencarriedout by a numericalsearchprocedure.
Sucha procedurerequireslargecomputationaleffort andyieldsonly approximateresults.In thepresent
work, a systematicgeometricmethodhasbeendevised,alongwith the necessarycomputerprograms,
that generatesexactsolutionsfor theexistenceandlocationsof all raysup to any specifiedorder,and
testsfor their existence.The geometryfor testinga third-orderray is shownin figure 5.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Accurate determination of the electromagnetic field at the aircraft location is an important step

in the modeling. The diffraction from the edges of the wedges, as well as reflection from the plane

segments of the model, is dependent on the characteristics of the scatterer, particularly its impedance.

Whereas nearly all the earlier models assumed the terrain and other scatterers to be perfectly conducting,

this model takes into account the impedance of the scatterers. Through an equivalence relationship, the

surface roughness has also been taken into account. The ability to handle the surface undulation, surface

roughness, and impedance, separately or simultaneously, makes the model both general and powerful.

The analytical/computational evaluation of the MLS thus requires the following major steps:

(1) representation of the actual airport terrain (between the elevation antenna and the aircraft

position) through a multiwedge model;

(2) complete ray tracing to determine all existing rays between the antenna array and the aircraft

locationi

(3) estimation of the elevation angle from the computed beam envelope;

(4) repetition of steps (2) and (3) for a number of points along the flight path;

(5) comparison of the computed results with available experimental results for model validation.

Application to an Experimental Site

To demonstrate the difference in electromagnetic fields computed by using the various modeling

approaches, an experimental site (ref. 7), shown in figure 6, is used for computing the fields at different

elevation angles. The site has both up-slopes and down-slopes and has several features that are common

in airport terrains worldwide.

The curves in figure 7 show the computed power versus elevation angle for the actual C-band

measurements (ref. 32) and the results obtained by Evans et al. (ref. 7). All the curves show a similar

pattern, but the one obtained using the approach outlined here follows the measured values more closely

than does that of Evans. This may be due to the difference in the modeling technique and our use of

accurate field estimation using impedance UTD. Also, the model developed in the present work tests

for all rays of any order and combination. This means that the primary ray types (direct, reflected,

and diffracted) are combined in any order up to any level, and the model automatically checks for the

existence of all possible combinations for a given antenna and aircraft location. Such a scheme ensures
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that the field contributions from all possible unblocked ray paths are taken into account. However, all

the curves in figure 7 demonstrate the presence of direct signal at 4.2 ° with two prominent specular

returns.

Application to a Hypothetical Airport Site

The International Civil Aviation Organization has specified (refs. 33 and 34) a flight validation

process for glideslope that includes a level run and a low-level approach for measuring the vertical and

structural characteristics of the glideslope. In the low-level approach, the flight is along the nominal

glideslope and the error in angle should ideally remain zero throughout. In practice, however, there is

generally a residual error whose prominant component is random, caused by navigational uncertainties,

gusts, measurement inaccuracies, etc. The error along the nominal glideslope approach is expressed in

terms of statistical parameters which are used to determine the quality of the glideslope. The error in

the case of the MLS is required to be less than 0.001 °.

A hypothetical airport model with the elevation antenna located at a distance 125 m from the runway

center line is shown in figure 8. The desired elevation angle is 3 °. The ground elevation is about 8

ft with respect to the antenna mast base. A five-plate model was used to model the terrain, and the

impedance model was used for the field estimation. This permitted the inclusion of the effects of surface

roughness and surface impedance, in addition to the effect of ground undulation. The surface roughness

parameter is assumed to be 0.3 and the surface impedance of the dry sandy terrain is 3 - jO.O6f2

(per square). The computed elevation angle error for a low-level approach is shown in figure 9. The

maximum error is more than 0.029 °. This large en'or can be attributed to the up-slope in the terrain

geometry considered here. Several simulations were carried out with different terrain geometries, and

it was observed that only terrain undulations within 960 ft from the antenna contribute significantly to

the multipath effects. Beyond 960 ft, the error is less than 0.01 °. The sloping terrain within the above

region is responsible for maximum error.

Application to Aircraft in the ATC Environment

The Boeing 747 aircraft, because of its large fuselage and tail fin, is expected to produce maximum

error from scattering. Hence in the model, a 747 aircraft was simulated at the beginning of the runway.

The error versus distance is shown in figure 10. The modeled 747 aircraft produced an error of only

0.012 ° for an aircraft in the final approach at a distance of about 900 ft from the instument runway.

This indicates that the movement of aircraft on the runway is not likely to affect the performance of

the elevation equipment. Another simulation was carried out by modeling an aircraft at a distance of

500 ft from the edge of the runway and 150 ft from the front of the elevation antenna. This resulted

in an error of more than 0.025 ° (fig. 11), which may be unacceptable. This finding indicates that taxi

tracks, roads, etc., within 500 ft fi'om the runway and in fi'ont of the elevation antenna are likely to

cause unacceptable errors.



USE OF MLS SCATTER-EFFECT MODELING IN ATC AUTOMATION

As mentioned earlier, since the MLS (unlike the ILS) is designed to provide multiple approach

corridors to aircraft, errors arising from multipath effects could enhance the probability of conflict among

approaching aircraft. It is therefore desirable to build MLS scatter effects into the ATC automation

scheme, so that any perceptible aircraft course deviation (due to scattering) that may lead to a conflict

is available as an input for the automation tool.

When the MLS model is incorporated into an automated ATC tool, the scattering environment

of the MLS can be divided into two parts. One part consists of the "fixed" scatterers such as terrain

features, hangars, antenna masts, and other airport structures in the MLS influence area. A map of such

scatterers can be obtained, and the course aberrations due to the scatterers can be computed, for each

MLS installation in the ATC network. Since such a computation can be carried out off-line, a complete

and accurate analysis may be done using the impedance UTD method in conjunction with an accurate

terrain model using a large number of plates or wedges. Field evaluation can be conducted at a large

number of closely spaced points over the MLS coverage volume, and the vector fields at those points

can be stored in computer memory as a look-up table for combination with other field contributions,

such as those shown below.

The second part of the scattering environment consists of the moving (or movable) scatterers in

the MLS influence volume such as parked, taxiing, or flying aircraft; parked or moving vehicles; or

other temporary structures. The effects of scattering from these bodies would have to be modeled for

dynamic, real-time evaluation. This requires the use of relatively simple algorithms. The process is

considerably simplified by the fact that these effects need be computed only at a few discrete points that

correspond to the current locations of the aircraft being guided by the MLS. It may be further simplified

by assuming the scatterers to be fully conducting, an assumption that is valid for aircraft, vehicles, and

metal hangars. This assumption permits the use of the simpler UTD-based field computation, which

results in a several-fold savings in computational effort compared to the more elaborate impedance UTD

method.

To a first order, the effect of each "temporary" scatterer may be considered separately and vectorially

added to the field resulting from the fixed scatterers (retrieved from computer memory) to provide an

estimate of the total aberration due to the scattering environment. The relatively weak second-order

effects of the rays bouncing among the scatterers and between the scatterers and the terrain would require

too much computation time for cost-effective, real-time implementation, and is not recommended at the

present time.

The results of the scatterer-effect simulation would appear as an inaccuracy in position information

for aircraft that utilize the MLS information for that purpose. The automated ATC system could take this

error into account in its conflict detection and resolution algorithms. The criteria for separation between

aircraft in each particular zone within the MLS coverage volume should be expanded to allow for the

additional position inaccuracy due to scatter effects. A good criterion for combining the stipulated

separation distance and the expected error due to scatter effects is to add them in a root-mean-square

(rms) sense, since the actual position of the aircraft within the allocated volume and the scatter-induced

errors are well-approximated as uncorrelated random variables.
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Furtherstudiesin this areashouldincludea determination,by experimentalmeans,of theaccuracy
of the MLS guidancein the presenceof scatteringeffectsby comparingthe position informationfrom
theMLS with thatfrom otherpositionlocationdevicessuchasradarandtheaircraft'sinertial navigation
system.Suchananalysiswill validatethe accuracyof themodelingapproachandpavethe way for its
successfulintegrationinto the ATC automationprocess.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

An attempt has been made in this report to present a perspective of the effects of site and other

scatterers on the MLS, and to outline the developments relating to evaluation of multipath effects on

the system's performance. Details of the developments and sample results were provided. It has been

shown that, with a combination of modeling, ray tracing, and powerful field-evaluation techniques, it is

possible to evaluate MLS multipath effects realistically.

The results of the simulations carried out in this study show that the presence of other aircraft

in front of the elevation antenna induce unnacceptable errors in elevation angle. While this study has

simulated sample results for terrain irregularities and scatterers like aircraft, more full-run simulations

are needed to evaluate the effects in a variety of situations encountered in actual ATC operations.

The scatter-effect simulation, including the ray-tracing algorithm, is generally capable of handling

any scatterer, ray order, or impedance. It can handle any airport situation, as well as other radio

communication problems involving multipath effects.

The major bottleneck in the use of analytical methods for scatter-effect modeling hitherto has been

the relative inaccuracy and computation-intensiveness of the methods. The MLS method is versatile

enough to handle all types of scatterers encountered. This method, because of its accuracy, versatility,

speed, and cost-effectiveness, is expected to make a significant contribution to ATC automation.
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APPENDIX

FIELD COMPUTATION

According to GTD, the total field at an observation point is the sum of the geometric optics (GO)

and diffracted fields and can be represented as (see fig. 3)

E_,h = Egs,h Eds,h rle-jkSo
e-jks" e-JkJ

+ = EO I :F st--------7---+ s-------r--Ds,he-jksAo
[ So

where the diffraction coefficient Ds, h and the divergence factor A d are given by Keller (ref. 21)

e  '4sin [c, 1 ]z)s,h= _7£ os_ cos_ _: _ _rr COS i_ -- COS n

and

(A-l)

(A-2)

8 I

Ad -- d(s + d) (A-3)

Equation (A-3) is not valid in transition regions in the vicinity of shadow and reflection boundaries

where it predicts infinite fields. The above drawback of the GTD has been overcome by the two uniform

theories. In the UTD (ref. 22), the diffraction coefficient in equation (A-3) is modified by introducing

Fresnel and cotangent functions and is given by

-fl-)F(kLa-fl-)Ds'h = 2nv"_-ksin-e-JTr/4flo c°t(_ +2nfl- )F(kLa+-fl-) + c°t(_" 2n

{ }]4- cot( rr + fl+)F(kLa+fl +) + cot( 7r 2n )F(kLa+fl+) (A-4)2n

where

F(x) = 2j I _ [ eJx I e-t2 dt (A-5)

and

•)
N_ = integers which most nearly satisfy the following equations:

(A-6)

2_rnN + _ fl:k = 7r (A-7)

and

2_rnN_: - fl + =-re (A-8)

fl+ = ¢ + ¢' (A-9)
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The distanceparameterfor sphericalwaveincidenceis givenby

L= ss----_lsin2 flo
s+ s t

(A-IO)

When the observation point moves away from the reflection and shadow boundaries, equa-

tion (A-5) is reduced to (A-3). Under this situation, the observation point is said to be outside the

transition regions.

In UAT the diffracted field E d is as in equation (A-2).

fief. 24).

EgO= [F(__)- P(_)]E_+ [F(¢r) - P(C)]E_
where

and

The modified GO field EgO is given by

(A-11)

e-_ oo

F(x) -- --_ _ eit2dt

1 • _
d(x-+-_)

F(x) - 2xv'_

d = :Fv_k)I (s' + s- _o)_1

Cr= _=_/(k)I(_'_- + _- ¢')_ I
where the positive and negative signs con'espond to the shadow and lit regions respectively.

(A-12)

(A-13)

(A-14)

(A-15)

The perfectly conducting model does not take into account the surface roughness and impedance

properties of the scatterer. The diffraction coefficient Ds, h in the case of impedance formulation has

been shown to be (ref. 25)

Ds,h = n_¢' fl_,h(¢+rr) ot( rr +t3-)F(kLa+3-) --cot( _ + 3+2n 2n )F(kLa+13+) +

-- 7r -- fl+

where

as'h(a) -=- M(-cr + 7r/2 - os_h).M(-o_ - rc/2 + O_ h)

.M(-a + nTr - 7r/2 + o_th).M(-a + nrc + rr/2 - O_ h) (A-16)

with the Maliuzhinets' function M(a) defined as (ref. 26)

n'=l m'=l -- (nTr(2n' - 1) + (_-/2)(2m' -
(A- 17)
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and
Os _ sin- 1(er - cos 2 _) 1/2 (A- 18)

Oh = sin -1 [(er - cos 2 _t)l/2]Er (A-19)

The subscripts A and B refer to the two faces of the wedges in figure 3 and the superscripts s and h

correspond to soft and hard boundary conditions on the wedge surface.
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